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Abstract.
In porous media subject to drying conditions such as arid regions and excavation zones (deep gas 
injection or nuclear waste disposal), capillarity is involved in weathering processes because it modifies 
the geochemical and poromechanical balances within the porous network. Heterogeneous porous 
media like sedimentary rocks can host significant volumes of tensile capillary water in large pore 
bodies, and the negative pressure within is controlled by capillary forces exerted at nanometric pore 
throats. 
We have developed experiments using synthetic bimodal pore systems conducive to capillary 
tension. In microtubes, salts precipitated in an evaporating solution to build a dual-porosity system. A 
large volume (ø 200 µm) became trapped behind nanometric pores, where high capillary tension was 
applied. We investigated the gas-water interactions there, especially how gas nucleated in the trapped 
liquid and how it subsequently changed size. After gas nucleation, the decreasing of gas volume that 
we observed has been attributed to two complementary geochemical effects. On the one hand, the 
water’s tensile state increases gas solubility, as predicted by thermodynamics: capillarity is a “gas-in” 
process. On the other hand, while the total volume of the gas-water assemblage remains constant, the 
water’s molar volume increases by capillary forces. Consequently, capillary forces exerted at the 
nano-throats can (re)induce a superheated monophasic liquid state from a biphasic liquid-gas 
assemblage even after gas nucleation. Tensions required for gas shrinkage have been estimated at 7 ± 
3 MPa and 53 ± 15 MPa. This regeneration process offers opportunities for water to regularly return to 
a capillary state, making the capillary lifetime less limited than expected. 
This shows that pore heterogeneity in rocks submitted to drying processes results in tension for 
water in pores that is long-lived. As a consequence, capillarity may significantly impact the long-term 
geochemical budget through its effects on gas and solid solubility and/or poromechanics (compaction, 
tensile stress, fracturing, etc.), so that it may play an important role in the weathering of drying porous 
materials.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Capillary water is present in porous soils, rocks, and building materials exposed to the atmosphere. 
Above groundwater, the unsaturated zone (UZ) is characterized by the coexistence of air and water, 
and its behavior is controlled by evaporation and capillary forces. During drying periods, pore water is 
out of equilibrium with gases and host minerals, making the UZ particularly reactive and sensitive to 
weathering. Water either evaporates or is retained in the thinnest pores by capillary forces against 
gravity and evaporation. As the air becomes drier, capillary water is retained in increasingly thinner 
pores. The smaller the pores, the more the internal liquid pressure controlled by Kelvin equilibrium 
with vapor-undersaturated air decreases. In nanometric pores, capillary forces are so strong that water 
reaches significant negative pressure. This result is given by the Young-Laplace equation, which 
relates the difference of pressure across a liquid-air interface to its curvature. The capillary tensile 
stress has been shown to deform crystalline nano-channels (Tas et al., 2003) and soft porous materials 
(Bouzid et al., 2011a), and has been described as being responsible for cracks in concrete and 
cementitious materials (e.g., Ansell, 2010; Lagier et al., 2011; Li and Li, 2014). From a chemical point 
of view, thermodynamics states that the solubility of solids and gases increases if the water’s pressure 
decreases. (Mercury and Tardy, 1997a, b; 2001; Mercury et al., 2003; 2004; Lassin et al., 2005). 
Recent experimental studies agree for CO2 (Lassin et al., 2016) and O2 (Lidon et al., 2018) gases and 
for salts (Hulin and Mercury, 2019).
Capillary water under tension is not restricted to nanometric pores. Multiscale porous networks 
retain larger volumes of tensile capillary water, especially if large pores are connected through 
nanometric pores (Fig. 1). In such a network, during evaporation, pockets of water become isolated 
because they are surrounded by small pores from which water does not evaporate. The nanometric 
liquid-air interfaces generate high capillary forces that are transmitted to the macrovolume of 
hydraulically connected water (outer pore throats and inner pore bodies). This situation can arise in 
sedimentary rocks (Fig. 1a), (e.g., Muller and McCauley, 1992; Wang et al., 2003; Anovitz et al., 
2013; Wang, 2014) or in crustal rocks (Fig. 1b).
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Figure 1. Dual-porosity systems. (a) in oolitic sedimentary rocks, (b) in crustal settings. (c) corresponding schematic 
view of a filled macropore surrounded by nano-throats (solid in brown, liquid in blue).
The large trapped volumes of hydraulically connected water under tensile state are actually 
metastable with respect to their vapor, corresponding to a superheated state. A gas bubble can nucleate 
at any time to restore the most stable state (water-vapor assemblage or vapor). However, gas 
nucleation is delayed because of the activation energy required to create the new liquid-air interface. 
Water can be brought to a superheated state in different ways, for example in closed cavities like 
Berthelot tubes (e.g., Berthelot, 1850) or fluid inclusions that are closed systems (e.g., Green et al., 
1990). Within those closed cavities, low density water can be superheated using heating and isochoric 
cooling. According to previous studies on fluid inclusions (e.g., Takahashi et al., 2002; El Mekki et al., 
2010, Shmulovich et al., 2009) and capillary systems (Bouzid et al., 2011b; Hulin and Mercury, 2019), 
the superheated lifetime can be of the order of months, even years, and is probably linked to the water 
volume (e.g., Skripov, 1992; Imre et al., 1998; Takahashi et al., 2002; Shmulovich and Mercury, 
2014). In capillary systems, the superheated tensile state in the macrovolume lasts long enough for salt 
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to dissolve and reach equilibrium with tensile water, showing how capillarity impacts the geochemical 
balance (Hulin and Mercury, 2019).
In this work, we performed a series of experiments to study the behavior of water-gas interactions 
in a macrovolume of water under capillary tension. Gas nucleated as already observed (Hulin and 
Mercury, 2019) that relaxed the tensile superheated state of water. As the system is open to dry air, 
there are two interfaces: the pre-existent nanometric interface in the pore throat (water-external air) 
and the new micrometric interface in the macrovolume (water-gas bubble). The question raised about 
the gas equilibrium across both interfaces. Are the capillary forces still generated by the nanometric 
interface after nucleation despite the presence of the micrometric bubble? To address this issue, we 
studied the behavior of the gas bubble after its nucleation and discussed the observation assisted by 
thermodynamic calculations, considering that the system reached a new equilibrium driven by the 
capillary forces. The principle of the experiments was to build heterogeneous pore systems modeled 
on heterogeneous natural poral networks (Fig. 1) from monosized microtubes. These bimodal pore 
systems already described (Hulin and Mercury 2019) lead to capillary tension. Cylindrical microtubes 
were filled with a saline solution that evaporated under drying conditions. Salts precipitated on both 
air–liquid interfaces at the highest salt concentration and grew until a cylinder formed (Fig. 2a). Water 
evaporated and a thin nanometric film persisted between the crystal and the glass wall (Fig. 2b). This 
produced a bimodal water-filled pore system combining an inner large pore body at the scale of 100s 
of microns and outer nanometric pores. This geometry leads to high capillary conditions because of 
the strongly contrasted pore size. Capillary forces prevent evaporation at the nano-throat liquid-air 
interface and generate negative pressure in the entire trapped solution. Within the macrovolume, the 
water under tension is in a superheated state (Fig. 2b). This is supported by the final bubble nucleating 
inside the trapped macrovolume (Fig. 2c). After nucleation, the liquid internal pressure in the 
macrovolume returns to a positive value and should not be at Kelvin equilibrium with dry air, so the 
nanometric interface should become flat and evaporation should start (Fig. 2c). Our “double plug” 
systems are illustrated below (Fig. 2, schemes and pictures). We used blue inert dye dissolved in water 
to visualize the nanometric film and interface along the plug, but this does not provide quantitative 
results (Fig. 2).
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Figure 2. Main experimental steps modified from Bouzid et al., 2011b and Hulin and Mercury, 2019 (see text). Step 
(a): salt precipitation and evaporation. Step (b): nanometric air-water meniscus obeying the Young-Laplace law 
(closer view) and confined metastable macrovolume. Step (c): thermodynamic conditions after gas nucleation, by 
assuming an equilibrium situation between bubble and relaxed liquid and a non-equilibrium situation at nanometric 
water-air interface after gas nucleation.
2. MATERIAL AND METHODS
2.1 Materials
In this study, experiments were carried out in 200 µm diameter cylindrical and 400x400 µm square 
capillaries made of borosilicate glass from VitroCom (VitroTubesTM). NaCl and Na2SO4 aqueous 
solutions were prepared from NormaPur powder (Prolabo) and distilled water. The NaCl solution was 
at 5.5 mol.L-1 (24.3 wt. %) and had relative supersaturation of n/n0 = 0.90 (molality at saturation n0 = 
6.15 mol.L-1 at 20°C). The Na2SO4 solution was at 3.5 mol.L-1 (33.3 wt. %), so undersaturated with 
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respect to thenardite (relative supersaturation n/n0 = 0.64 at 20°C) and supersaturated with respect to 
mirabilite (relative supersaturation n/n0 = 1.19 at 20°C). The saline solutions were filtered with 0.450 
µm filters (VWR® syringe filters) to avoid impurities and micro-crystallites. This means that there 
were no or very few potential seeds in the solution, so that during evaporation, the solution would 
reach high supersaturation before crystals nucleated (Desarnaud et al., 2014).
The evaporative demand, leading to evaporation or capillary conditions, was set by controlled 
relative humidity (RH) in a climate chamber (HPP108, Memmert technology). The preferred RH was 
48%, to be compared with the equilibrium RH of a saturated NaCl solution (75.3%, Greenspan, 1977) 
or of a Na2SO4 solution (93%, Winston and Bates, 1960). This RH gradient enabled a moderate drying 
rate, promoting the precipitation of massive salt (Desarnaud et al., 2014) when the appropriate 
supersaturation was reached, at constant temperature. The microcapillaries were regularly observed 
using an optical microscope (Leica DM2500) in a room thermostated at 20°C. Observations were 
made in transmitted light using lens with 5x, 10x, 20x and 50x magnification. Pictures were captured 
with a Leica DFC295 digital camera allowing image resolution of 3 megapixels (2048 x 1536) and 
pixel size of 1.2 µm x 1.2 µm with a 5x magnification lens. To avoid any heat transfer, we reduced 
exposure to microscope lights to the minimum possible, so we can consider that the heating due to 
light was negligible.
2.2 Methods
Bimodal systems were built with halite from supersaturated NaCl solution and thenardite with 
supersaturated Na2SO4 solution with respect to mirabilite. Using plasma cleaned tubes (15 min), halite 
nucleated and grew rapidly with a symmetric hopper (skeletal) shape (Sunagawa, 1999; Desarnaud et 
al., 2014), (Fig. 3Aa). Several cubes crystallized on each other with growth parallel to the tube and 
toward the tube opening (Fig. 3Aa, b). Halite continued to grow on each side and not at the middle 
because at this point the solution was trapped and did not evaporate, explaining the “bow-tie” shape 
(Fig. 3Ab, c). The solution on each external side of both salts (outer side of the tube) continued to 
evaporate until reaching first the external edge of one salt (Fig. 3Ac), and then reaching the external 
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edge of the other salt (Fig. 3Ad). At this point, the liquid-air interface no longer receded because no air 
entered in the trapped solution. We built 26 of these systems.
In the other tubes, two distinct salts (halite or thenardite) precipitated on both air–liquid interfaces 
at the highest salt concentration, trapping a large volume of aqueous solution. We built 22 of these 
systems: 12 with halite and ten with thenardite. More details about the experimental procedure are 
given in Hulin and Mercury (2019).
Figure 3. Double-plug systems. (A) crystallization sequence to build “bow-tie shape” system with halite (see text). (B) 
and (C) double-plug systems built with halite (B) and thenardite (C) entrapping a large volume of solution.
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3. RESULTS
The double-plug systems were built in 48 tubes. In each tube, the drying conditions caused the 
liquid-air interface to recede until reaching the external side of a crystal. We never observed any air 
entry in the trapped macrovolume, meaning that the liquid-air interface remained in the narrow space 
between the salt and the tube wall and no longer evaporated. After one external side of one crystal was 
dried and only after (Fig. 3Ac), we observed different reactions in the trapped volume: salt dissolution, 
solid displacement (Hulin and Mercury, 2019) and gas nucleation. For up to 2 years, we carefully 
monitored (up to 2 years) the subsequent behavior of the bubble. Results are summarized in Table 1.
Number No gas nucleation Gas Time before Gas bubble evolutionExp 
type of exp No change
Salt 
motion nucleation
gas 
nucleation
No 
change
Partial 
contraction Disappearance
NaCl 37 11 2 25 2 days to 3 months 21 1 3
Na2SO4 10 0 10
20 days to 3 
months 5
4 (size 
fluctuation) 1
Total 48 11 2 35 - 26 5 4
Table 1. Summary of dual porosity systems and major observables. 
3.1 Nucleation of gas bubble
We observed the formation of a gas bubble in the trapped solution in 35 of the 48 bimodal systems. 
Bubbles appeared typically after at least one of the crystal plugs was dry, after from several days to 
months, This gas nucleation had been previously reported and is not the result of air entry (Bouzid et 
al., 2011b; Hulin and Mercury, 2019). Figure 4 illustrates two experiments in which gas nucleated in 
the trapped solution. In the first experiment, with bow-tie halite, (Fig. 4A), gas nucleated 10 days after 
both external sides of the crystal dried (Fig. 4Ac). In the second experiment, with thenardite (Fig. 4B), 
gas nucleated two months after both external sides of both crystals had dried. In the latter case, gas 
nucleated in the middle of the solution far away from the crystals (Fig. 4B).
In the 13 other tubes, no gas nucleation has been observed after 2 years. Eleven of the 13 tubes did 
not evolve at all as if the systems were chemically and mechanically inert over the experimental time. 
The remaining two tubes did show a small inward displacement of the crystal plugs, without bubble 
nucleation within the experimental time (Table 1).
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Figure 4. Gas nucleation in the trapped solution: (A) in a NaCl solution trapped by a halite crystal, (B) in a Na2SO4 
solution trapped by two thenardite crystals. See text.
3.2 Bubble shrinkage
After gas nucleated, 26 of the 35 systems did not evolve. The bubble did not grow, meaning that 
the solution did not evaporate. In the remaining nine systems (four built with halite and five built with 
thenardite), not only did the liquid not evaporate, but the bubble shrank and completely disappeared 
within four of the nine tubes (three in NaCl systems, one in a Na2SO4 systems, see Table 1). In the 
experiment shown in Figure 5, the shrinkage of the bubble was accompanied by inward movement of 
the crystal plugs and partial salt dissolution. Fluid inclusions visible on the halite surface (Fig. 5b, c) 
acted as markers to indicate that the two crystals got closer. The bubble had an initial size of 2.1×10-3 
± 0.5×103 mm3 inside a trapped liquid volume of 80×10-3 ± 5×10-3 mm3 (see section 4.3).
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Figure 5. Shrinkage of gas bubble trapped in the solution associated with salt dissolution and salt inward traction 
(fluid inclusions in halite act as markers). Step (a): growth of bow-tie halite crystal. Step (b): gas nucleation in the 
trapped solution after the both external sides of salt dried. Step (c) gas shrinkage, salt dissolution and salt inward 
traction (see also the 90° other view).
In two other experiments made with bow-tie shape halite, gas nucleated in the trapped solution 
after one external side of the crystal dried. The dry side of the crystal was far from the tube opening, 
and we cut the tube close to it (Fig. 6). A few minutes after cutting the tube, the gas bubble began to 
shrink and then finally disappeared. In the first experiment, it took 38 minutes for the bubble to shrunk 
and disappear (Fig. 6A). In the second experiment (Fig. 6B), the bubble shrank rapidly initially, but 
then persisted for 20 days.  As in the Figure 5 experiment, bubble shrinkage was associated with salt 
dissolution.
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Figure 6. Disappearance of gas bubble after cutting the tube.
3.3 Bubble size cycling
Our final situation (Fig. 7) is representative of what we observed in double-plug systems built with 
Na2SO4 crystals (thenardite). In these systems, we did not observe salt dissolution or traction but often 
bubble contractions and size fluctuations. In five of the ten systems built with thenardite, the bubble 
shrank (Fig. 7b-c) and each time the bubble size fluctuated with different periods ranging from hours 
to months (Fig. b-e). Sometimes the size fluctuation was visible in real time as if the bubble was 
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breathing. In one experiment (Fig. 7), the fluctuation period ultimately finished with complete 
disappearance of the bubble (Fig. 7f). Two days after the gas disappeared, gas nucleated again in the 
trapped solution (Fig. 7g) and the cycle resumed. 
Figure 7. Partial contraction of a gas bubble in a double plug Na2SO4 system until complete disappearance. Step (a): 
The two external sides of the two salts are dry. Step (b): gas nucleated in the trapped solution after 1 month. Step (c): 
gas bubble shrank until almost disappearing after 1 month. Step (d): bubble grew again. Step (e): bubble shrank 
again until disappearing. Step (f): gas nucleated in the middle of the trapped solution after 2 days. 
4. DISCUSSION
4.1 Tensile state, metastability and vapor nucleation
Gas nucleation is assumed to result from the water cavitation in a superheated liquid. “Cavitation’’ 
is the term commonly used for rapid vapor nucleation happening in superheated water (Reid, 1983; 
Skripov, 1992; Imre, 1998; Kiselev and Ely, 2001). Before that, the trapped solution was brought 
under tensile state by capillary forces generated by the curved nanometric liquid-air interface. This 
implies the existence of a capillary film along a nano-scale space between the solid plugs and the tube 
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walls. The curvature of the nanometric air-liquid interface (concave toward the air) compensates for 
the pressure drop through this interface, which is due to a decrease of the liquid pressure. According to 
the Young-Laplace law, the liquid pressure decreases as the interface’s curvature increases, until 
reaching negative values for nanometric curvature radii.
The thermodynamic driving force towards capillarity comes from the air’s relative humidity when 
below the saturated vapor pressure:
ln 𝑃𝑃𝑠 =  𝑅𝐻100 =  1𝑅𝑇𝑃𝑐𝑎𝑝∫𝑃0 𝑉𝑤𝑑𝑃 + 𝑙𝑛𝑎𝑤
(1)
Where p, pS are respectively the new vapor pressure (curved concave interface, Pliquid < Pair) and the 
initial saturated vapor pressure (plane interface, Pliquid = Pair), RH is the relative humidity, Pcap is the 
liquid pressure in capillary conditions, VW the molar volume of pure water, and aW the water activity 
controlled by the chemical composition (osmotic effect). At a given air relative humidity below the 
brine equilibrium RH (75.3% for NaCl, Greenspan, 1977; 93% for Na2SO4, Winston and Bates, 1960), 
there is an air-water curvature that makes the capillary liquid be at equilibrium with the undersaturated 
air. Consequently, the liquid is at equilibrium with the dry air and does not evaporate any more. In 
nano-throats, the thickness is too small for the vapor nucleus to reach the critical radius required for 
vapor nucleation and the water film is at equilibrium. In contrast, the connected macrovolume of 
solution is at the same negative pressure but trapped within a much larger space than the critical 
radius. Consequently, there is no barrier toward gas nucleation. The stretched water is metastable with 
respect to its vapor and is prone to boil at any time. The same stretched superheated state of water can 
be found in closed micrometric cavities like fluid inclusions or Berthelot tubes. The difference is that 
in this case, water is brought into the superheated state not by capillary forces at constant temperature 
but by heating and isochoric cooling (e.g., Roedder, 1967; Alvarenga et al., 1993; Caupin and Herbert, 
2006; Shmulovich et al., 2009; Qiu et al., 2016).
The lifetime of a superheated state is variable, consistent with classical nucleation theory (CNT): 
activation energy is required to overcome the energy barrier and create the liquid-vapor interface. 
According to CNT, the lifetime decreases if the superheated degree and therefore the liquid tension 
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increases (i.e., the P-T conditions are far below the saturation curve, Fig. 8). In addition, the presence 
of impurities and wall roughness favor heterogeneous gas nucleation and so decrease the lifetime of 
the tensile state. Experimental studies have shown that the superheated lifetime can be of the order of 
months, even years, in fluid inclusion (El Mekki et al., 2010, Shmulovich et al., 2009) and in capillary 
systems (Bouzid et al., 2011b; Hulin and Mercury, 2019). In our experiments, we observed vapor 
nucleation in 35 of 48 microtubes after a superheating period ranging from a few days to years.
Gas nucleation results in superheated water returning to its most stable state, either the gas state or 
a liquid-gas assemblage depending on thermodynamic conditions. In our experiments we observed the 
formation of a liquid-gas assemblage. This coexistence implies that liquid and gas are at chemical 
equilibrium (their water’s chemical potentials are equal) and at mechanical equilibrium. Liquid and 
vapor should have the same pressure since the large curvature radius cannot compensate for a pressure 
drop across their interface. After gas nucleation, there are two liquid-gas interfaces: the pre-existing 
nanometric interface in the pore throat (water-external air) and the new water-gas bubble interface 
with a micrometric curvature. The presence of the two interfaces indeed implies a non-equilibrium 
situation. The liquid water cannot be at equilibrium with both the liquid-gas bubble at vapor saturation 
and the dry air through the nanometric liquid-air interface (Kelvin’s Law). The former drives water to 
be evaporated through the nanometric interface while the latter drives a pressure drop in the liquid that 
stops the evaporation. This implies a difference of pressure across the bubble-liquid interface that 
cannot be mechanically compensated because the bubble is micrometric.
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Figure 8. Phase diagram of pure water, calculated using the IAPWS-95 equation of state (Wagner and Pruss, 2002). 
The red dashed arrow shows the pathway of a liquid brought into the tensile domain (red empty star) at constant 
temperature. As vapor nucleates, liquid can return to the saturation curve if the total volume and temperature are 
constant (blue solid arrow and blue filled star). Solid curves (excepting the LV saturation line) represent the isochores 
and numbers give the corresponding density of water (kg.m-3).
The P-T phase diagram of pure water extended to the superheated state helps to represent the 
conceptual thermodynamic pathways in the tubes (Fig. 8). The red arrow shows the pathway at 25°C 
when the pressure decreases in the trapped liquid from atmospheric pressure to high negative pressure 
(empty red star) by capillary forces. Lines of constant density (solid lines) allow us to estimate the 
density drop (and therefore, the volume increase) as the liquid pressure decreases toward negative 
values (empty red star). Using the equation of state of pure water (Wagner and Pruss, 2002), the 
density of water decreases from 997 to 963 kg.m3 when the pressure decreases from the LV saturation 
vapor pressure (31.7 mbar) to -700 bars, corresponding to an increase in volume by +0.64 cm3.mol-1. 
The liquid remains under tensile and superheated state for a certain amount of time before vapor 
nucleation that brings the system to a liquid-vapor assemblage. The corresponding pathway in the P-T 
phase diagram of water is represented by the blue arrow (Fig. 8) from high negative pressure to 
saturated vapor pressure (Fig. 8, on the saturation curve, filled blue star). This thermodynamic 
trajectory is correct as long as the total volume and the temperature are constant.
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4.2 Non-equilibrium situation and bubble contraction
Water cavitation is irreversible in the sense that energy would be provided to restore its previous 
metastable state. There is a way to induce superheating from a liquid-vapor assemblage in closed 
systems like Berthelot tubes (e.g., Berthelot, 1850) and fluid inclusions (e.g., Roedder, 1967). The 
system is heated until the liquid homogenizes and is cooled down isochorally without vapor 
nucleation. In contrast, our system is open to dry air through the nanometric liquid-air interfaces and 
temperature is constant. After gas nucleation, there are two liquid-gas interfaces that cannot be at 
equilibrium in the same time, implying a non-equilibrium situation. To simplify, two extreme 
situations can be envisaged leading to different ways the system can evolve: (1) if the gas bubble is at 
equilibrium with trapped water, the latter is at positive pressure and cannot be at equilibrium with dry 
external air. If so, liquid should evaporate. (2) If water is in equilibrium with dry air, it must be at 
negative pressure, which can be compensated mechanically by the nanometric curvature of the 
interface. In this case, tensile water cannot be at equilibrium with the micrometric gas bubble. As we 
did not observe any water evaporation in our systems (the bubble has never expanded), the first non-
equilibrium situation is rejected. The contraction and disappearance of the bubble (Figs. 5-7) is in line 
with the second situation, which implies that capillary forces are still exerted at the nanometric 
interface in spite of the presence of a gas bubble.
Moreover, the total contraction of the gas bubble (Figs 5-7) restored a monophasic liquid state, 
making it possible to induce a tensile superheated state again in the trapped liquid and possibly 
establish the same tension as before gas nucleation. Evidence of this regeneration is that the gas 
renucleated after it disappeared (Fig. 7f to g), showing that the liquid had returned to a tensile 
superheated state. The driving forces toward homogenization are related to capillarity, since 
temperature, total volume and composition remain constant. This assumption is supported by the two 
experiments where we cut the tube close to the dry salt plug (Fig. 6). Before cutting, the salt plug and 
the nanometric liquid-air interface were far from the tube opening and from the dry air (around 3 cm). 
Thus, the inner relative humidity should have been high and capillary forces should have remained 
weak. By cutting the tube, the local relative humidity decreased, driving enhanced capillary forces in 
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the trapped liquid. In the second experiment (fig. 6B), bubble disappearance was associated with salt 
dissolution, which is in line with a tensile state in the liquid solution, according to thermodynamics 
(Mercury and Tardy, 1997a, b; 2001; Mercury et al., 2003) and observations (Hulin and Mercury, 
2019).
4.3 Estimation of tension
The contraction of the gas bubble corresponds to reducing the gas volume. Two effects must be 
taken into account: (1) the change in the molar volume as water expands and (2) gas dissolution due to 
increased gas solubility in tensile water. (1) The molar water volume is increasing under tension (e.g., 
Mercury et al., 2003), (Fig. 9). For instance, the volume increases by 0.2 cm3.mol-1 in water at -25 
MPa or by 1 cm3.mol-1 in water at -100 MPa (Mercury and Tardy, 1997a, 2001). At constant total 
volume, this shrinks the bubble and makes it size-decreasing.
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Figure 9. Molar volume of liquid water predicted by extrapolating the IAPWS-95 equation of state (Wagner and 
Pruss, 2002) at negative pressure and 21°C.
The capillary pressure is also a thermodynamic parameter involved in any reactional Gibbs free 
energy calculations. The gas solubility at constant gas pressure (open system) is classically written:
ln 𝐾𝐻(𝑃𝑐𝑎𝑝)𝐾𝐻 (𝑃0) =‒  
 𝑃𝑐𝑎𝑝∫
𝑃0 𝑉𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑣𝑒𝑑 𝑔𝑎𝑠 𝑑𝑃
𝑅𝑇
(2)
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One such assumption of such a calculation is that the pressure of each dissolved solute is equal to 
the pressure of liquid solvent, which is clearly a simplification (e.g., Mercury et al., 2016). The 
pressure dependency of ion volumes at infinite dilution are taken from Tanger and Helgeson (1988), 
and the pressure effect on the activity coefficient is overlooked, which does not afford a significant 
error (e.g., Lassin et al., 2005). The complete calculation for common gases shows the same trend 
towards increasing solubility (Fig. 10) as a function of their molar masses. At -100 MPa compared to 
bulk water, the solubility is multiplied by two for water vapor or by five for methane.
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Figure 10. Ratio between Henry’s law constant for various gases in tensile water compared to normal water at 21°C, 
which directly expresses the activity ratio in solution (solubility).
The contraction of the bubble must results from the cooperation between the dissolution of gases in 
the solution and the compression of the bubble by the water expansion. The tension required to 
homogenize the system to liquid was calculated by numerical iteration combining these two effects. 
For our calculations, two assumptions were made. First, the bubble was assumed to have an 
atmospheric composition because the time after cavitation was long enough to equilibrate the gas 
bubble with the solution, which was originally at equilibrium with atmosphere. Using this hypothesis, 
the bubble is composed of 79% N2 and 21% O2, with a vapor pressure of 25 mbar (saturation pressure 
at 21°C). Second, once the bubble disappeared, the system was considered to be at equilibrium. In two 
experiments (Figs 5 and 7), the tension could be estimated using the volume of liquid and bubble 
before its total contraction. In the first experiment (Fig. 7), the trapped liquid volume was measured 
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quite precisely because of the simple geometry of crystal plugs and liquid macrovolume. A gas bubble 
of 0.5x10-3 to 1.0x10-3 mm3 shrank in a volume of solution of 0.23 ± 0.10 mm3 (Fig. 7a to f). The 
thermodynamic model predicted a required tension of 6.8 ± 2.3 MPa. This tension increases the 
solubility of thenardite (anhydrous Na2SO4) by 1 to 2%, which could explain the absence of visible 
dissolution.
In the other experiment (Fig. 5), the uncertainty was greater because of the less accurate volumes of 
bubble and trapped liquid. We estimated them with a 3D model (Fig. 11). A gas bubble of 2.1×10-3 ± 
0.5×10-3 mm3 shrank in a liquid volume of 80×10-3 ± 5×10-3 mm3. The calculated tension required for 
the bubble to disappear ranged from 38.5 to 67.9 MPa. This tension increases the solubility of halite 
(NaCl) by 13 to 22%, explaining why the salt dissolves in the trapped solution as the bubble contracts. 
The tensile state was also supported by the inward traction of the two salt plugs (Fig. 5c).
Figure 11. Three-dimensional model of the bow-tie salt crystal shown in Figure 5, enabling precise calculation of 
trapped water volume.
4.4 Regeneration of superheated state by capillary forces – Mechanisms and implications in 
natural porous systems.
Bubble contraction is in line with the new chemical equilibrium imposed by the tensile water 
because of its higher gas solubility and its higher specific volume. The required energy is provided by 
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capillary forces exerted at the nano-throats. This is supported by the absence of evaporation - meaning 
that the liquid-air interface remains at Kelvin equilibrium - and even more by bubble contractions. 
However, the mechanism or mechanisms involved in the maintaining, the partial or the total 
contraction of bubbles remains an open issue. In all cases, we must assume that a gas bubble at 
positive pressure (in the macrovolume, as long as the liquid-gas assemblage exists) and a liquid under 
negative pressure (driven by capillarity at the nano-throats) coexist. Yet the whole volume of trapped 
water is hydraulically continuous, so the transmission of pressure should be instantaneous (Pascal’s 
Law).
This situation resonates with the problem of refilling tree xylems after embolization (Cochard et al., 
2009; Delzon et al., 2010). The cohesion-tension theory states that the main force that governs the 
ascent of crude sap in tree xylems is the negative pressure, driven by nano-menisci located in leaves 
(e.g., Cochard et al., 2009; Zimmerman, 1983). After a gas nucleation due to a period of drought, 
capillary forces could help to restore hydraulic continuity in xylems, in addition to biological factors. 
 To explain the liquid-gas coexistence, we must consider a transient non-equilibrium situation: a 
non-equilibrium in the liquid itself (anisobaric liquid), a non-equilibrium across the bubble interface, 
and possibly across the nanometric interface. This situation can last for days, months, or even years 
where the bubble either does not move (27 cases), partially shrank (four cases), or totally shrank (four 
cases). The Na2SO4 filled experiments (Fig. 7) where the bubble volume fluctuated with various 
periodicities illustrate that there may be a competition between the capillary forces imposing liquid 
tension and the gas bubble imposing positive pressure. The system either evolves toward a state 
dominated by positive pressure (a big bubble) or toward a state dominated by capillarity that makes 
the gas bubble shrink and possibly disappear. If the latter, the system can return to a metastable 
monophasic (liquid) state, inevitably prone to vapor cavitation, before the bubble contracts again, 
possibly continuing the cycle. These varying pathways may be determined by several subtle factors, 
such as phase volume ratio, tension values, or even the rate of growing tension. As an example, there 
may be a critical gas/liquid volume ratio beyond which reversibility is not possible, in analogy with 
the hydraulic point of no return in trees (Meinzer and McCulloh, 2013).
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During this period of instability, we were not able to measure the curvature of the meniscus 
because of its nanometric size. Being able to do that would clarify what happened at the nanometric 
interface. The curvature is controlled by the local RH and the ability of water to decrease its pressure 
(the water’s pressure is also constrained by the bubble’s pressure). All we know is that the RH did not 
change outside the tube (48%), while the RH at the nanometric interface is not precisely known, as 
illustrated by the cutting experiments (Fig. 6). The liquid was able to return to a superheated tensile 
state (monophasic liquid, figs 5c; 6A, B; 7f) before (re)cavitation (Fig. 7g), and the cycle could start 
again. The reversibility of the superheated state did not appear as a rare event in our experiments, 
which suggests that this phenomenon could be frequent and significant in drying porous media. This 
also supports the non-equilibrium model, despite a problematic long non-equilibrium period.
Porous media are often subject to dryness, and not only the exposed rocks and soils but also deep 
aquifers, which are exploited for various purposes, such as tunnel excavation, CO2 mitigation (e.g., 
Armand et al., 2013, 2014; Ott et al., 2014, 2015; André et al., 2014; Peysson et al., 2014; Tambach et 
al., 2015), and nuclear waste disposal (e.g., Vinsot et al., 2013; de la Vaissière et al., 2015). In terms of 
geochemistry, gas solubility increasing with capillary state could play a significant role on CO2 
mitigation by enhancing its solubilization in the area of injection. Capillarity could also affect the 
geochemical budget in unsaturated zones subject to drying periods like arid and semi-arid zones (40% 
of the Earth’s surface). In terms of mechanics, tensile strength due to tension in the pore fluid may 
induce some fatigue effect and possibly fractures within pore walls (Hulin and Mercury, 2019). 
5. CONCLUSIONS
These experiments show that capillarity has an effect on in-pore gas liquid interaction and are in 
line with previous measurements that demonstrated the supersolubility of gas in capillary water 
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(Lassin et al., 2016; Lidon et al., 2018). Those were conducted in nanoporous natural material; here 
we extend the gas supersolubility effect to larger pores in heterogeneous porous media.
After vapor nucleation in a superheated solution, the liquid was supposed to return to its more 
stable state, which would be a gas phase alone if all the liquid had evaporated. However, not only did 
the water never evaporate, but the gas bubble in some cases (nine in this study) shrank and even 
disappeared (four of the nine). Capillary forces can re-generate tensions of the same order of 
magnitude as the tension arising before gas nucleation. Tensions required for gas shrinkage have been 
estimated at 7 ± 3 MPa and 53 ± 15 MPa, in good agreement with the 36 ± 6 MPa and 78 ± 18 MPa 
ranges obtained in similar bimodal porous systems (Hulin and Mercury, 2019). We show here that 
strong capillarity can be re-loaded under certain conditions, probably driven by the nanometric 
interface. However, the mechanisms remain unclear, in particular regarding the pressure equilibria 
from nano- to macrovolumes during the size-decreasing period. Despite this lack of understanding, we 
know that this process is possible because the system is open to the exterior and subjected to external 
air (with humidity).
This is a completely new way, to the best of our knowledge, of promoting superheating in porous 
rocks from biphasic liquid-gas systems. However, further work is needed to clarify mechanisms that 
allow the coexistence between capillary forces existing at nano-throats with almost-flat liquid-air 
interfaces at gas bubbles.
Observations show that it is possible to induce capillary tension in large volumes of water, and that 
such tension modifies the geochemical and mechanical balance at the pore scale (Hulin and Mercury, 
2019). The stretched liquid is metastable so has a limited lifetime. However, this limited lifetime can 
last several days, months or even years before vapor nucleation (Bouzid et al., 2011b; Hulin and 
Mercury, 2019). The regeneration of capillary conditions that we observed here makes it clear that this 
limited lifetime is compatible with long-term capillary conditions. The regeneration of the superheated 
state, like the first pressure decrease in the macrovolume, is driven by low RH, which is available once 
nano-throats are in contact with dry air. 
The long-life superheated tensile state, coupled with the ability of capillary water to regenerate, 
means that capillarity has greater geochemical and mechanical effects than previously thought. The 
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expansion of arid and semi-arid zones and the rise of extreme events (e.g. Destouni and Verrot, 2014; 
Touhami et al., 2015; Wanders and Wada, 2015; Zhang and Zhou, 2015), the decrease of the water 
budget in unsaturated soils and the growing exploitation of deep aquifers may emphasize the effects of 
capillarity in water-rocks interactions and alterations at the global scale. 
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List of figures
Figure 1. Dual-porosity systems. (a) in oolitic sedimentary rocks, (b) in crustal settings. (c) corresponding schematic 
view of a filled macropore surrounded by nano-throats (solid in brown, liquid in blue).
Figure 2. Main experimental steps modified from Bouzid et al., 2011b and Hulin and Mercury, 2019 (see text). Step 
(a): salt precipitation and evaporation. Step (b): nanometric air-water meniscus obeying the Young-Laplace law 
(closer view) and confined metastable macrovolume. Step (c): thermodynamic conditions after gas nucleation, by 
assuming an equilibrium situation between bubble and relaxed liquid and a non-equilibrium situation at nanometric 
water-air interface after gas nucleation.
Figure 3. Double-plug systems. (A) crystallization sequence to build “bow-tie shape” system with halite (see text). (B) 
and (C) double-plug systems built with halite (B) and thenardite (C) entrapping a large volume of solution.
Figure 4. Gas nucleation in the trapped solution: (A) in a NaCl solution trapped by a halite crystal, (B) in a Na2SO4 
solution trapped by two thenardite crystals. See text.
Figure 5. Shrinkage of gas bubble trapped in the solution associated with salt dissolution and salt inward traction 
(fluid inclusions in halite act as markers). Step (a): growth of bow-tie halite crystal. Step (b): gas nucleation in the 
trapped solution after the both external sides of salt dried. Step (c) gas shrinkage, salt dissolution and salt inward 
traction (see also the 90° other view).
Figure 6. Disappearance of gas bubble after cutting the tube.
Figure 7. Partial contraction of a gas bubble in a double plug Na2SO4 system until complete disappearance. Step (a): 
The two external sides of the two salts are dry. Step (b): gas nucleated in the trapped solution after 1 month. Step (c): 
gas bubble shrank until almost disappearing after 1 month. Step (d): bubble grew again. Step (e): bubble shrank 
again until disappearing. Step (f): gas nucleated in the middle of the trapped solution after 2 days. 
Figure 8. Phase diagram of pure water, calculated using the IAPWS-95 equation of state (Wagner and Pruss, 2002). 
The red dashed arrow shows the pathway of a liquid brought into the tensile domain (red empty star) at constant 
temperature. As vapor nucleates, liquid can return to the saturation curve if the total volume and temperature are 
constant (blue solid arrow and blue filled star). Solid curves (excepting the LV saturation line) represent the isochores 
and numbers give the corresponding density of water (kg.m-3).
Figure 9. Molar volume of liquid water predicted by extrapolating the IAPWS-95 equation of state (Wagner and 
Pruss, 2002) at negative pressure and 21°C.
Figure 10. Ratio between Henry’s law constant for various gases in tensile water compared to normal water at 21°C, 
which directly expresses the activity ratio in solution (solubility).
Figure 11. Three-dimensional model of the bow-tie salt crystal shown in Figure 5, enabling precise calculation of 
trapped water volume.
